You never have to feel alone
Know that there is always someone who cares
You do not have to worry about the future
A little smile will appear
A hug full of trust
We will join hands!
Anika!

Newsletter 1, December 2006

A message of Inmenszo!

Just before I leave, I would like to inform you all about what has happened the last few months
and what is going to happen in the months to come.
As of September 2006 up to my leave, I have been busy establishing the Inmenszo foundation. I
also had to take care of all the administrative and organisational activities that come with it.
Fortunately, I was supported by many very kind people. They listened, deliberated, provided me
with tips and the required voluntary contributions to realize my dream.
For those who do not know yet what the Inmenszo foundation stands for, herewith a brief
summary. The Inmenszo foundation has the objective to support the orphan children in Cusco
(Peru) by letting them study and creating places in which they are able to gain work experience. In
Peru, many companies work with family or friends and as a result, orphan children are all on their
own and turn to drugs and drinking because of their hopeless future. Inmenszo is trying to change
this situation by financing and supporting these children with their study or practical training.

Charity tournament golf club de Pettelaar, my dream turns into reality
That Monday morning could not have started better when I heard that the foundation was going to
receive Euro 6,150.- from golf club de Pettelaar. Edwin Wesselink (golf pro on the Pettelaar)
collected this amount together with his team and they had decided to send the cheque to
Inmenszo! I was so happy to receive this amount. I would like to thank them once again, also on
behalf of the kids in Cusco.

Thank you, thank you
Several companies came up with good ideas, actions or other
ways to support the foundation. Alpha Flora in Moordrecht
organised a ‘vase action’ and the foundation received a

wonderful contribution as a result.
MeerBusiness is supporting the foundation in my communication to companies via their newsletter
and SQZI designed a website for us, free of charge. I would also like to thank Annemarie, Yvonne,
Robin, Arjen, Kees, Rochus, Nynke, Acco, Don, Joop, my mother, Wilma, Pieter, Ronald, Leanne,
Freek, Dylan, Anoeska, Sytze, Hans, Han, Ellen, Michel, Marja, Peter, Monique, Bert, Henri,
Jolanda, Henry, Emile, Lianne, Ruud, Trudy, Govertine, Esther, Nelize, Anouk, Caroline, Manon,
Marco, Angelique, Edwin, Joost, Willem, Gerard, Martin and Alex for their tips, advice and moral
support.

Finally…
With this e-mail, I would like to thank you for your confidence and unconditional support in every
way possible. On December 28, I am going to travel to Cusco for 4 months. I will celebrate the
turn of the year and Easter on the other side of the world but you are able to follow me on
www.anikavanderkevie.waarbenjij.nu. As soon as the website www.inmenszo.com is activated, my
weblog will be posted there and you will be able to read all about my activities. I will inform you
about it as soon as it is ready. You can always reach me by e-mail while I am there:
info@inmenszo.com
I hope that this e-mail is able to share my feelings with you about my dream. I wish you all happy
holidays and an inspiring and unlimited 2007! May your dreams come true…
See you all in spring again, I will miss you.
Love, Anika
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